FEES/LICENSES/PERMITS

Provides for fees and charges to be assessed by the La. Department of Health and La. Board of Pharmacy in connection with regulation of marijuana for therapeutic use

Present law provides that the Louisiana Department of Agriculture and Forestry establish and collect annual license fees from licensed marijuana producers of $100,000 for administration and inspection costs, and collect a non refundable application fee of $10,000. Proposed law requires instead that the Louisiana Department of Health collect the annual license fee, and changes the fee to $100,000 from each contractor permitted to cultivate, extract, process, produce, and transport therapeutic marijuana. Proposed law authorizes LDH to establish and collect a reasonable fee schedule for testing of therapeutic marijuana samples. Proposed law provides for a charge of no more than $10,000 for services related to inspection of marijuana labs, a charge of up to $10,000 for services related to at least one annual renewal inspections.

EXPENDITURES

EXPENDITURE EXPLANATION

The Department of Agriculture and Forestry (LDAF) will no longer incur administrative costs associated with marijuana producer licensing and inspections as a result of transferring such duties to LDH. However, this measure further provides for additional fees related to laboratory inspections, including $10,000 for initial inspections, $10,000 for re-inspections, and $10,000 for annual inspections thereafter. To the extent LDH charges lab inspection fees on the LDAF lab, costs will increase by $20,000 initially, and $10,000 annually in future years.

REVENUE EXPLANATION

This measure is anticipated to result in additional revenue collections to LDH from marijuana product testing and lab inspection fees. In addition, LDH will collect additional provider licensing fees and individual producer permit fees. The Department of Agriculture and Forestry will no longer collect provider licensing fees and individual permit fees that are currently being collected from marijuana contractors/ producers. Although the responsibility of licensing is being transferred from the the LDAF to LDH under this measure, the net impact on state agency fee collections may increase overall as a result of fees generated from initial and annual lab inspections.
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